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MeasL wements of the Hollow Beam 

at the Wake Field Transformer Experiment at DESY 
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Figllre I: Overall layout of the Wake Field Transformer experiment at DESY. 

Abstract 
Future acct~l~~atr~r cone-r~pts. such as wakr fir!d accrleratrors, :)PP~ 
drive- b~nms with hi#h current and short hunches in order to cre- 
at,e ii high nrcelerating h rrnciirnt, Here, the investigations of the 

hollow drive> l)ram for the Woke Field Trnn.sfortner Experiment, 
at DESY are presented. Besides the usual h~am qualities, like 
high peak current, and short bunch length, other parameters such 
as thr azimllthal distribut,ion and radial thickness of the hollow 
beam have t,o he observed. This is achieved wiith fluorescent 
s~rwns and gap monitors. Sparc~ charge effects and the bunch- 
ing mechanism in a prebuncher section can also he investigated. 
Shorter bunches at the end of the linar and especially behind a 
high energy buncher system have t,o he detected by a Cereukov 
monitor in combination with a st,reak camera (resolution 5~s). 

1 Introduction 
In order to nccelerat,e a high energy beam, in many modem 
and future accelerators the energy is extracted from a low en- 
ergy, high current drive beam. PI promising new energy transfer 
mechanism is thr transformation of wake fields by a special Wake 
Field Tmnsforrner :1,2]. Th c wake fields are excited by a hol- 

low drive heam of high charge (1 /rC) and are spatially focused 
tc-) the centrr. There. a second beam can he accelerated with a 
gradic.nt of up tc, 200 McV,‘m. 

At DXSY an experiment with a hollow beam wake field t,rans- 
former has been set up [3,4.5]. It has demonstrat,ed for the first 
time [6-i, that this mechanism works and also has pointed out the 
major technical difficulties. In a first “proof of principle” experi- 
ment quite long bunches (1 cm rms) with a charge of 0.1 PC have 
produced a measured accelerating gradient of 8 MeV/m. 

The investigations and measurements of the hollow driving 
beam hunches are the main topic in this paper. 

2 Experimental Set Up 

The major components (see fig. 1) for creating, forming and 
accelerating hollow beam bunches are a laser driven gun, a pre- 
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lnlll~ ii‘I’ sy’trnl, ii I llnac consiiting (if four ;Ic.crlPrating cavities. 
a beam guiding sy<tr%m hy snlrnoids and a high energy buncher. 
whcrq% thr relativistic bunchrs (I 6.5 Me% are IoIlgitudinally 

c0mprrsh(‘d F~~~fr)r~ rntcring ttic Waht, Field Trnn+mwr. The 
diagnostic c-1ement.s for the> hollow beam. especially fluorescent. 

scrt=rns, gap monitors and &renkov monitors are mounted in 
the drift rparr behind the prebuncher cavity. at the end of the 

linac and behind the a.ntisoltnoid of the high energy buncher. 
Thr hc%havia,r of the hollow beam and it,s parameters have been 
invest,igat,ed in detail with these monitors. which are briefly dis- 
rribpd hclow. 

3 Diagnostic Equipment 
Fluorescent Screen Monitor. Projections of the hollow 
beam are produced by fluorescent screens. They can be moved 
into the beam pipe and are observed by video cameras. Fig. 2 
shows the hollow beam in the drift space before it, enters the 
linac. The transverse position and the ring thickness is measur- 
able withiu a resolution of 10.5 mm. ‘The azimuthal homogene- 
ity can only be estimat.ed and must be cplantitatively determined 
by a gap monitor. 

Figure 2: Image of the hollow beam. 
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Gap Monitor. Tht, hram induces an image current on the 
wall of the pipe. This current and its distribution can hr mea- 
snrrd with a gap monitor. Thrrtfore the pipe is interrupted by a 
ceramic ring, the gap, which is bridged by resistors. Thr voltage 
drops across these resist,ors are picked up hy 50 R-cables a.round 
the circumference of the pipe. So the amplitude as well as the 

azimuthal and longitudinal dist,ribution of the wall current can 
be determind. 

The longitudinal resolution of the gap monitor is mainly li- 

mited by its resonance frequency ti : l/m;, where C and L 
are determined by the geometry of the ceramic ring (capacitance 
of two plates, 112 of the inductance of a long coil): 

C = EE,~ and L z &,~. 

With a mean radius T = 58.5 mm of the ceramic ring, a thickness 
d = 4mm and a radial heigth h = 7m.m the capacitance is 

C = 50 pF (E = 8.8) and I; = 50 pH, so v = ~12~ = 3.2 GHz. 
The shortest pulse length o,;,, &hat can be resolved is about: 

1 
flm*n = J =.vfE= 3; 

J x 5ops 

for our device. To increase the resolution the height h must be 

decreased, but this would impair the mechanical stability. 
Shorter bunches exrite an oscillation of the gap monitor, if 

the tvt,al resistance R, of the monitor is not adapted to dampen 

them. R, = d%$ near the aperiodic case (2@$?) is the 
best choice to get the fastest response, a good damping of the 
oscillations and an acceptable estimation for the charge Q of a 
shorter pulse Q = iAt (i: peak current, At: FWHM). 

The azimuthal resolution is in competition with the damping 
of longitudinal oscillations, because the time for an azimuthal 
cross talk between different pick ups is given by 1 = L4/R, 

(Lb = 2po .2xrj. To increase this time and hence the resolution, 
R, must. be decreased to the smallest possible value at which the 
voltage drop for the expected wall current is still measurable. 

For a given cross talk the measured data have to be cor- 
rected [7], to get the azimuthal distribution of the hollow beam. 
Fig. 3 shows a measured azimuthal voltage distribution for three 
different beam currents (8 A, 22A, 33 A). The dipole moment 
of the fitted curve is about 10% of the maximal possible mo- 
ment corresponding to an offset of 5 mm of a perfectly symme- 
tric bunch. The dip at pick-up no. 7 can also be found in fig. 2, 
where a lower intensity is in the upper left part of the ring. 
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Cerenkov Monitor. To overcon,e the longjtutiinal resolution 
limit of pap monitors a special momtor using C’errnkov radiation 
has been built,. A part of t,hr elrctrm ring crvatt-s C?rrenknv light 
in a quart,2 wc~clge. The light is guided by lenws and mirrors away 
from the solenoid field to t,hr imaging slot of a streak camera. 
Wit,h t,his camera t,hc time distribnt,ion of the incoming light 
and hence the longitudinal distribution of the hollow beam can 

be determined with a resolution of 5 ps in). The corresponding 
peak currpnt must be derived from the pulse height of the gap 
monitor mounted nearby and the ratio of the measured bunch 

lengths: i 2 igap ugap/u~er. 

4 Results of Bunch Compression 
Besides the radial thickness and the azimuthal distribution of 
the hollow beam, which are mentioned in connection with the 
descript,ion of the monitors, a short bunch length is important 
for the creation of strong wake fields. 

Prebuncher. Fig. 4 shows the bunch compression behavior 
of two bunches (Ekin = 80 keV) for different peak currents, 
measured with a gap monitor at the end of the prebuncher 
drift space. At a low current (I0 = 3A), a short bunch length 
At = 250~s (FWHM) is achieved. This induces the gap moni- 
tor oscillations, thus limiting the resolution. -4t a higher current 
(Ia = 50.4) the longitudinal space charge suppresses a further 
bunch compression at this low energy. 

Figure 4: Bunch compression at the end of the drift space, left: 
monitor signal, right: achieved bunch length At (FWHM) and 
peak current increasement I/&i for different gun currents (lo). 

Linac. During the acceleration in the linac the bunch is furthe] 
compressed. This can only be observed with the eerenkov mon 
itor at the end of the linac. The shortest light signals of abou 
or : lops occur at low currents (I0 s. 3A.), while the longes 

signals with (T x 80 ps occur at higher currents (10 > 30 A) am 

reveal an intensity structure (Fig. 5). This can be explained b: 
a radial structure of the bunch over its length. By properly ad 
justing the strength of the guiding solenoid field and the phase 
of the accelerating cavities, bunches with almost only one ligh 
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Figure 3: Azimuthal distribution of the hollow beam, measured 
by eight pick-ups around the circumference of the pipe. 
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Figure 6: Bunching mechanism by hollow beam rotation. 

High energy buttcher. The final longitudinal compression 
d>f the hollow beam is achieved in the antisolenoid of the high 
t*nrqy bunchrr (compare fig. 1 and fig. 6). When the guiding 
rnagnrtic field is reversed in the antisolenoid, the hollow beam 
experi,lnc~s an azimuthal kick at, the field concentrating iron 
plate and spirals around its axis of symmetry. The longitudinal 
velocity 13,. drcrc%ases ant1 a hunch compression is possible, if 
thr phase of thr fourth cavity is adjusted so that the ea.rlirr 
particles arr accelerated less (“- “) than the later ones (“-c” in 
fig. 6). At the end of the- antisolenoid, whprc the bunch is short, 
t,hr rotation is st,opped try a second inversion of the solenoid 
field. In alldition to the compression. l)ossihle inhomogenieties 
are im<*ared out by the rotation. 

The longitudinal compression is cont,rolled by two eerenkov 
” 

monitors in front of and behind the antisolenoid. The Cerenkov 
light of the first. monitor is optically delayed and combined with 
the second one, Ijeforr thcay art: guided to one streak camera. 
Figure 7 (left) shows three hunches before (1.) and after (2.) 
the rotaticzl, simultaneously mras~lrcd with the streak camera. 
The different light, spots of “1.” and "2." are visible at the top 
and the nlitldlc~ of t.hr picture. 

By measuring the timr difference St r)f the second eerenkov 
monitor signals with and without rrtitation the cnerpy of t tlr 
h01low hram (‘II1 l)P drtrrIlliIlecl hy 

E - (.BR (1 - (~2L)‘)-“*, 

where B is the magnetic field strengt,h, R the hollow beam ra- 
rlius, L the length of the antisolenoid section and 3 the velocity 
before the rotation. E = (6.5 i 0.3)MeV has been measured, 
where tllcs Crror limits mainly depend on the limits of B and R 
and not of Af. 

Figure 7: Left: Bunch train measllred hvfore (1.) and after (2.) 
the rotation. Right: (2.) with a higher resolution, showing a 
cr -- 14 ps for t,hree shot,s. 
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The final hunch compression has been studied with the high- 
Pst resolution of the rlprrnkov monitor. Wit!1 a beam current 
of 1 z: 30 -4 an11 an nc:)usted phav in the fourth cavity a i;t able 

operation; with vc>ry shr.~rt l)unchrs cd ir : 10 tl, 15 l>> has liq:cn 
achievrd. Figure 7 (right ) shows the second bunch of a l~urtch 
train of thrrr consecutive shots. The jitter (550 ps) of the trig- 
ger rlertronics has moved the p~osit,ions within thr diagram, so 
that t,he pl~lses can 1~ comparrd in height ant1 form. With the 
high energy buncher the bunch length has been compressed 1,~ 
a factor two to three from 0, z 1 cm to a length of 0, --- 4 mm 
to c7; = 3 n11n. 

5 Summary and Future Plans 
The investigations and measurements at the WuLe Field Trans- 
former experiment have demonstrated the creation of a hollow 
driving beam with a diameter of 10 cm, inhomogeneities below 
10 % and peak currents of up to 80 -4 at a gun voltage of 90 kV 
in a 1011s long pulse. This pulse is splitt into 5 to 6 bunches 2 ns 
apart, which are compressed by a prebuncher and a high energy 
buncher down to a length of cr 10 to 15ps (3-4mmj with a ror- 
respondin: high peak current of abuut~ 1.5 kA. With these bunch 
lengths and peak currents the expected gradient for six bunches 
in the Wr& Field Z’mnsforrr~rr is ahout 20 MeV,‘m. A test with 

a 25 cm long transformer section will start this summrr. 
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